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Alpine Guidebook Notes
Compiled by Lindsay Griffin

Lindsay Griffin would welcome further information and route descriptions for
subsequent publication in these pages at: c/o Lockerley Close, Newenham Road,
Lymington, Hampshire.

MONT BLANC
Hidden Pillar of Freney Mark Miller and Paddy Gaunt climbed this route
on 10July 1982. 15h. from the Trident to Vallot huts. There are good bivouac sites
all the way up the Pillar as far as the 160m Red Wall. The aid climbing is not as
hard as would appear from the description in the Vallot Guide (I section of45m
A2) and a good deal of the route can be climbed free. There was an alarming
amount of rock and ice fall even on the Pillar itself originating from the large
ledges at the top of the route. TD+/ED.

Climb the couloir to the foot of the Pillar aiming to reach it on its left side. This
is best done very early as there is much stonefall from the gullies on either side.
The description in Vallot I is accurate until the IOm chimney where the route is
described as traversing R then back L to the couloir chimney between the hidden
and central pillars. The British party climbed directly to the top of the Pillar in a
system of cracks (VI and A 1/A2). Friends useful. 4 or 5 pitches which gradually
decrease in angle towards the top. The top of the Pillar is a very large ledge below
the Brouillard Ridge. Sections of free climbing of British 5b/c were reported.
Col du Peigne, N Face Direct. Climbed by Andy Bailey and Andy Nisbet
on 15 March 1982. The route takes a direct line up an icefall which flows from
snow patches just below the Col du Peigne (it was present during the winters of
1979/80 and 81/82 but not 80/81 or 82/83). Start at a short couloir which is
directly below the Col du Peigne and climb to its top (60m). On the right is mixed
ground and a chimney (taken by Nisbet-Spinks route, Dec. 1979). Directly above
is a steep wall with twin icefalls. Climb the R icefall for IOm, pendulum into the L
one, climb it for lam until possible to tension into a corner. Climb the corner, with
a roof near the start, entirely on aid (25m, A2) to regain the ice above. The angle
is now easier. Climb the icefall directly for about 8 pitches (superb climbing in ice
runnels) to reach snow. Move R into a shallow couloir which leads to the Col du
Peigne (14 hours).
Red Pillar of BrouilIard. Climbed by the Burgess/Shaw Direct Start in
September 1983 by Mark Miller and Tom Curtis. The Pillar itself is about 350m
TD+. 31Jzh. were taken to the top of the Pillar. Local guides have fixed abseil
points which allows an easy and rapid descent down the Original Route. This is
possi bly the firs t all free ascent of the Pillar.

From the bergschrund climb slabs and cracks slanting slightly leftward (50m
V). Climb a steep wall for 5m to a large ledge then make a rising traverse left to
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reach a small overlap. Climb this (V+) and reach easier ground above (50m).
Climb a crack which runs up an intrusion ofshattered yellow rock {or two pitches
(VI/VI +) reminiscent of the Strand at Gogarth. A rising leftward traverse for
one long pitch leads onto the Bonatti Route. The next two pitches (on the
Original Route) are the hardest on the Pillar (VI + British 5C).
The Pillar of the Three Points, ENE Facet. (Cavalieri, Mellano, Perego
and Tron, 1959) Roger Everett and Simon Richardson climbed this 13 pitch
route in summer, 1983 (TD+ 7112 hours). The excellent description in Guide
Vallot was followed throughout, although the party were unable to locate the
variation finish. The well equipped abseil descent was completed in 3 hours. The
route is free except for the last two pitches and popular with continental parties;
an excellent addition to the short, easily accessible climbs on M t. Blanc Du Tacul
and in a similar category as the Cordier Pillar, the W face ofGrands Charmoz,
etc.
Petites Jorasses, E. Face, Bonatti-Mazeaud Route. Roger Everett and
Simon Richardson made the first British ascent of this fine rock climb (the third
overall). They feel it is rather shorter and much easier than the description
suggests and that a party in P.A.'s with minimal gear should be up and down
easily in a day. 600m TD+.

From the Gervasutti Hut reach the foot of the face easily, in 30 min. Start at the
lowest.point of the buttress left of a large couloir. Cross the bergschrund and
climb broken rocks trending L to a smooth slabby corner. Climb this (30m, V +)
then traverse R to large cracks. Climb these (Ill) to ledges beneath an over
hanging wall. Traverse L for 10m, climb a steep crack (V) then move L to an
impressive corner. Climb up for 35m (V+ then AI) traverse R (AI) beneath a
steep wall to a good ledge; then climb the corner above to another good ledge
(15m, AI). Continue up the corner to beneath a large overhang (20m, AI), then
move up and L to a niche (AI and V). Work L via a second niche then cross an
awkward hanging rib on the L to reach a thin crack leading to a sloping ledge
(V + and AI). Climb trending L to a good ledge (IV). Ascend 5m (V), traverse R
to a good ledge and from the right-hand end of this, climb up for 10m before
trending L to a short groove. Climb this to a foothold above then move R to
hidden flake cracks (VI). Climb up to a roofand surmount it on the R, thereafter
moving L to a ledge (VI). All this difficult section can be adequately protected,
the standard being approximately British HVS. Follow an easy couloir line for 4
pitches and continue in the same direction on wet slabs and ledges (steep walls
above) for 4 more pitches to a stance in the main couloir on the R (IV+). Climb
straight up (IV +) and then trend R to flake cracks leading to ledges above the
steep section of the couloir (IV). Climb the gully, exit R on broken rock and reach
snow slopes that lead easily to the summit.

(l0 hrs. Approx. 17 pitches. It is feasible that this route could be climbed
cornpletely free).
Mont Gruetta, N Face Direct Route. The second ascent of the Mroz
Bougeral route was made in the summer of 1983 by Mark Miller and Sandy
Alien. Possibly due to extremely dry conditions prevailing, there was a
considerable amount of stonefall and the route was considered quite dangerous
and not of particularly high quality. The face is very large and the guidebook
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description not easy to follow. Only 2 points ofaid were used and the descent was
made by abseil down the S face to the Gruetta Glacier. ED 12h.
Petit Grepillon, NE Face, Vaucher Route. A British party attempting this
route retreated at one quarter height. All routes here appear to be very loose and
chossy; abseil slings abound. The general feeling was that it must have taken
some nerve to liken it to the W Face of the Petites]orasses.
AigUllle Sans Nom, N f'ace, Gabarrou-SUvy Route. The second ascen t of
this superb and difficult route was made by Mark Miller and Tom Curtis on 7-10
September 1983, 1000m ED+ 18 h.

To the R of the initial rock pillar is a shattered gully running to the top of the
ridge, This area is subjected to bad stonefall but due to a huge bergschrund the
party were forced to start just to the L of the gully and make a rising traverse on
mixed ground followed by slabs and icy grooves (45m VI) leading onto the front
of the Pillar. Above is a diedre leading in turn to a shallow groove system that runs
up to the t"p ot the pIllar. Climb the corner and groove above (V I+ icy I peg in
place) and continue for another pitch up grooves to an overhang, Surmount this
and climb overlapping slabs on dubious rock (VI strenuous), Continue up cracks
and grooves (VI A I) followed by easier slabs to the top of the pillar (6 h, 7 or 8
pitches total), Palatial bivouac site between pillar and serac barrier. The seracs
proved straightforward although the difficulty of this pitch will obviously change,
Climb up the icefield. This is easy at first but then steepens, after crossing two
bergschrunds, to 600 _650 where it joins the headwall. Traverse diagonally L for
three pitches following a ramp line to below a very steep rock and ice wall. The
two following pitches provide the crux of the climb. Ascend some loose flakes to
the bottom ofan icy corner in a wall and climb this (Scottish 5/6) to a small ledge.
Traverse R for 5 or 6m and climb over a bulge to the bottom ofa shattered groove
and belay. Climb the groove above until it becomes overhanging then take the
crack on the L (AI/A2 friends useful). Climb over a bulge on the Rand swing into
the bottom ofan ice gully. Climb the gully for 4 long pitches (Scottish 5) until the
ground becomes more mixed and open. Continue for a further 5 pitches, still on
tricky ground to finish just L of the summit on a rocky ridge (12 h).

Approximately 20 abseils lead down the S Face to the Charpoua Glacier.
There is a good bivouac site after the first abseil. Gabarrou is reported to have
said that this was one of the best and most varied routes that he had completed
a sentiment echoed by the British party.
Petit Clocher du Portalet N Face. Two extremely difficult routes have been
climbed in the summer of 1983 to the left of the classic Darbellay 1962 route; one
by the Remy Brothers and the other by Abbet and peponne. 4 pitches of45m with
pitches of French 6b and 7a. Large friends are useful for protection.

BERNER OBERLAND
Finsteraarhorn. A possible second winter ascent of the Hasler-Amatter
Route on the NE rib was made between 6th-8th March 1983 by Dick Renshaw
and Stephen Venables (41 pitches ofvery varied climbing). (see p. 129).

The approach from the] ungfraujoch over the Griinhornliicke and Agassizjoch
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took two days on ski and the descent from the summit to Finsteraarhorn Hut and
on down to Fiesch a further two days. The latter could present complex route
finding problems in the Fiescher Glacier with no previous tracks to follow. While
the party would not recommend the rib as a summer route, in winter it was safe to
climb the Couloir to the left of the rib, moving onto the rib at half height and
climbing the crest or R side on excellent rock. Higher up the concave wall to the L
of the Grey Tower led to difficult mixed climbing and steeper looser rock - the
distance to the summit being greater than the guidebook suggests.
Ochs Fiescherhorn. Roger Everett and Simon Richardson climbed the
NW face in the summer of 1982. The route description and that of the approach
to the Fiescherwand in general (Route 52 AC Guidebook to the Bernese Alps
East) is misleading and has been re-written below. On the route itself the rock is
often terrible but especially so towards the top ofthe initial spur and the top ofthe
headwall. The party also descended Route 56 in the AC Guide and fully endorse
the comments made in last year's 'Alpine Guidebook Notes'. The whole area is
extremely dangerous and lO hours were required to reach the Hut.
The Approach to the Fiescherwand. From Grindelwald, follow the path towards
the new Schreckhorn Hut as far as Stieregg Restaurant. Continue on this
path, cross the s[ream and after a few hundred metres, (some 200m before the
path rises through trees to Banisegg Corner) follow a grassy moraine crest
descending slightly R into trees. A small path leads through the trees, traversing
the hillside and gradually descending, to arrive at the Glacier exactly below
Banisegg Corner Pt 1807·3m. Cross the glacier to the prominent moraine crest
below Zasenberg. Go up the crest on the Fiescher Glacier until it is possible to
climb grassy moraine to the pastures of Zasenberg. Now descend L to a ruined
hut above a stream. Follow a faint path over rocks and grass, traversing upwards
and leftwards (E) to an arhe bounding a rocky bay. The path turns SW and rises
slowly before turning back E to arrive at the arete again above the steep walls of
the rocky bay. Follow the arete on a discontinuous path and continue to the edge
of the upper part of the Fiescher Glacier at about 2350m. Good bivouac sites with
running water near a commemorative wooden cross (5 -6 h.).
NW Face. lOOOm. TD From the bivouac sites go S to reach the flat section of
the glaCier. CUIltillut in ;:he same direction, then go up snow and glacier ice to
reach snowfields below the walls rising to the N ridge of the Ochs. Traverse these
to the R and reach the glacier bay below the face. Cross the bergschrund on the L
and reach the foot ofa rocky spur splitting the lower part of the face. Climb this on
good rock at first (Ill) then increasingly poorer rock to reach an easier angled
section. Go up easy mixed ground towards an obvious snow/ice couloir splitting
the short rock wall above. Enter this from the L and either climb the ice directly
or move 5m to the R and climb a short rock wall, then icy steps to the wide couloir
above. Climb this trending L to rocks, then ascend the ice field above directly to

the bottom left-hand corner ofan ice-bay at the foot oftpesummitwalls. Climb a
groove for 40m (IlI/IV) to reach a ledge which crosses the face (an obvious large
crack system lies about 40m to the R). Move lOm to the L and climb a groove for
lOm (Ill) to reach a ledge on the L below an overhang. Traverse L horizontally
then continue in the same direction, rising slightly, for a further 50m. Climb up
cracks on the L to a small bay below extensive wet slabs. Take an overhanging
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crack (V) on the L to a ledge, step L and climb a short arete (IV +) to reach
smooth slabs. Ascend 5m (V) then traverse R to a small niche (IV+). Move R to
the arete, climb the overhang (IV+) and continue up slabs to easier mixed
ground. Climb up for a further 40m to reach a ledge system that crosses the face.
Direct finishes are possible from here but are dangerously loose. Instead, traverse
L along the ledge (bivouac sites) to reach the N ridge a few rope lengths from the
summit.
RottaI Glacier Basin. In the normal winter the path to the Rottal Hut from
Stechelberg is extremely dangerous, steep avalanche prone slopes most of the
way which are in turn threatened by avalanches from above. A descent from the
Rottal Hut after new snowfall would be very hazardous. Ed Hart and Dave Ivory
made a one day winter ascent of the Gletcherhorn NW Face Direct in February
1983 using the safest but most expensive approach. Skiing from theJ ungfraujoch
they descended a steep couloir between the Gletscherhorn and Lauihorn to reach
the glacier bay below the face, collecting their skis from near the Lauitor on the
return to theJungfraujoch.

PENNINE ALPS
Mont Collon SE Face, Sunrise Couloir. The Great Central couloir
immediately R of the Sunrise Pillar gives a fine line which is not quite matched by
the quality of the climbing. In the main the rock on the sides of the couloir is poor
and belays are often difficult to arrange. Significant stone/ice fall was experienced
even in winter. L. N. Griffin and M. Wooldridge 28-29 December 1983; 16 h.
climbing time. 530m TD+/ED-.

After an initial easy section the couloir becomes narrow and is climbed over
two steep ice bulges (Scottish 3) to below a thin vertical and sometimes over
hanging section. Climb across the R wall for two difficult mixed pitches (Scottish
4/4+ insecure protection and belays) to reach an easier, narrow couloir leading to
the straightforward central slope. Climb this for six pitches to the Headwall. A
rather trying pitch (good Scottish 5) gives access to a thin icy runnel at a
reasonable angle. Three pitches lead to the summit slopes and a good snow cave
in a crevasse (17 pitches total). The descent of the S Ridge, Mitre Glacier ete. was
found to be very loose, tedious and not to be recommended.

DAUPHINE
Les Agneaux. There is a small bivouac hut situated on the Glacier D'Arsine
in the vicinity of the'Lac'. It is in a poor state of repair and tilted at an angle of
30°. I t would sleep (?) four or five people.

There are a number of lines on the broad NW Face not mentioned in the
existing British Guide, the most obvious feature being the Piaget Couloir on the L
side, a popular climb amongst continental parties. Routes further R are similar in
inclination but olTer sections ofmixed climbing. A quasi-winter ascent of the face
was made in late October 1983 by L. Griffin and]. Stockdale (700m D) who after
a bivouac below the summit descended the Coolidge Route. It is no longer
necessary or advisable to take the Glacier du Reou D'Arsine as mentioned in the
British Guide, an easy descent is possible down the glacier branch immediately R
(NE) of Point 2983m.
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CORSICA
Lindsay Griffin andJan Solov climbed from a camp in the Trimbolacciu Cirque,
Monte Cinto Massif, in late May 1983. Once the Ajaccio/Calvi Railway is left,
public transport into mountain bases, e.g. Haut Asco is non-existent at this time
of year. At lower levels thick Maquis precludes anv mO"ement off the beaten
track. Routes completed were the N face ofCinto (Tuckett Route AD- a good
mixed climb); the;'\ ridge ofPic Von Cube; the E pillar oflVlissodio and the i\"
ridge of Capo Larghia. On the latter (600m TD+ some pitches of VI) the party
spent a slow and leisurely two days.

The island boasts an almost unlimited quantity ofgranite which in the main is
of poor quality and friable even when steep. Difficult pitches tend to arise on
compact black granite where runners are difficult to arrange. Good rock climbing
does exist apparentlv in the outlying areas but the mountains themselves are best
visited in April/May when the weather is generally clear and there is still a good
deal of snow around to produce enjoyable mountaineering routes of both Alpine
style and length.

LUZERNERKLETTERGARTEN
Stephen Venables wntes:
Switzerland might seem far too di tant a place to be worth visiting for the sake of
some 50m cliffs. However, anyone travelling through central Switzerland, en route
for greater things, or perhaps depressed with bad weather in the vicinity of
greater things and wanting to escape to some low altitude rock climbing, could do
worse than visit the Luzern Klettergarten.

Luzern climbers have only recently begun to explore the limestone cliffs in the
area. 'Rivella' is an old roadside quarry with amusing 20m routes reminiscent of
the Avon Gorge. Much more attractive is 'Telli' - a natural limestone crag,
nestling in the beechwoods on the lower slopes of ~lt. Pilatus, with delightful
views out over the forest to the windsurfers on the .-\lpnachsee and the
Wetterhorn beyond. The climbing is similar to Derbyshire's High Tor. but here
protection is provided in the form of brand new bolts, so one need only carry a few
karabiners and slings. 'Via Gloria', at grade 6, is a thoroughly enjoyable VS;
'Lochliweg' (Way of the Holes) has an intriguing crux relying on a series of tiny
finger holes; 'Gallant' is an exhilarating 45m pitch ofsteep but delicate climbing,
sustained at British 5b/5c standard. Protection on all routes apart from
'Nussknacker' IS more than adequate, but beware of the sun-bleached belay
slings at the top. Far more dangerous, however is the railway crossing on the
approach.

Telli is quite low and it should normally be possible to climb there from April.
It would be quite possible, for instance, to have an afternoon's rock climbing
there, after ski-touring at Engelberg in the morning. Ofcourse Tclli is only one of
thousands of limestone cliffs 011 the north side of the Alps. rfthis crag is anything
to go by, there are enormous possibilities for steep, difficult (i'ee climbing.
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LU2ERNER Kl£T1'"ERG-Af<'EN

(UlAA grades)

1. Cliffroute
2. Schnousweg
3. Spitwegerich
4. Telli
5. Bluetauger
6. Lllchli....eg
7. Via Gloria
8. Fantasie
9. Via Diagonale
10. Gallant
11. Weatwand
12. Nusaknacker
13. Blues Po....er
14. Baracuda
15. Lilienkante
16. SchluchtUber
17. Schlucht
18. Lilienwand

A3
8
7+
7
7
7-
6
7+
6
7
7/A1
7+
9
7+
6
A2

5
6+

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Vh"bindig 7-
F1~pilz 7+
Mordillo 7+
Masaacre 8
Xanadu 8-
Game of Death 7+
May-Be B1
Mephisto ???
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